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Interband and intraband „Drude… contributions to femtosecond laser absorption in aluminum

D. Fisher,* M. Fraenkel, Z. Henis, E. Moshe, and S. Eliezer
Department of Plasma Physics, Soreq NRC, Yavne 81800, Israel

~Received 28 February 2001; revised manuscript received 23 August 2001; published 17 December 2001!

Theoretical and experimental investigations of the absorption in metallic aluminum of femtosecond-laser
radiation pulses with peak intensityI 0&1015 W/cm2 are reported. Energy balance equations are solved for
electron and phonon subsystems, together with Helmholtz equation for the laser radiation. Expressions for the
relaxation times as functions of electron and phonon temperatures are obtained, with no free parameters.
Contrary to the assumption made in published studies, we find that the interband rather than the intraband
~Drude! absorption plays the dominant role in the near infrared and throughout the visible region at low and
moderate intensities. For 50 fs, 800 nm laser pulses the absorption in interband transitions dominates for
intensities up to few times 1013 W/cm2. For such pulses, broadening of the parallel-band interband absorption
line with the increase in electron and phonon temperatures results, forI 0<531013 W/cm2, in the decrease of
the absorption coefficient compared to the room-temperature value. In this paper, we present both the first
theoretical prediction and the first experimental observation of this phenomenon. Dielectric permittivity gra-
dients within the skin layer also contribute to the decrease in absorption. The mechanisms of the lattice
disordering are considered quantitatively, and it is shown that forI 0,1014 W/cm2 melting does not occur in
the laser-pulse duration. Experimental results are presented for 800 and 400 nm wavelengths. The agreement
between the theory and the experiment is very good.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.65.016409 PACS number~s!: 52.50.Jm, 78.20.2e
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I. INTRODUCTION

The development of ultrashort high-power lasers h
opened possibilities for a fundamental investigation of
electronic properties of solids. Several studies have sh
that measurements of the optical constants~reflectivity, trans-
missivity! of metals shed light on nonequilibrium phenom
ena in condensed matter. It was pointed out by Anisim
et al. @1,2# that absorption of subpicosecond laser light
metals might lead to a transiently higher electron tempe
ture compared to the lattice temperature. During the la
pulse, the radiation energy is deposited into the free-elec
subsystem. In a subpicosecond laser pulse, it is possib
heat the electron gas to a temperature of several eV for a
ps while the lattice temperature remains relatively low.
deed, the electrons cooling by energy transfer to the lat
occurs on a longer~picosecond! time scale. The lattice heat
ing occurs on a time scale longer yet (;10 ps), owing to the
lattice heat capacity being 1–2 orders of magnitude lar
than the free-electron heat capacity as long as the free e
trons are degenerate. The equilibration of the electronic
tem with the lattice is determined by electron-phonon~e-ph!
relaxation mechanism. A detailed understanding of e-ph
electron-electron~e-e! scattering is crucial and has been t
subject of many studies, since these processes deter
various fundamental and technological properties of sol
material properties, such as electron and thermal trans
equation of state, and phase transitions. A transient none
librium temperature difference between electrons and lat
in metals irradiated by 75 fs optical pulses was determi
with pump-probe measurements@3#. The resistivity of alumi-
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num in the temperature range 1–100 eV was determi
from the reflectivity of a subpicosecond ultraviolet las
@4,5#. The thermal response and the optical damage of me
irradiated by ultrashort laser pulses were considered b
theoretically and experimentally@6–8#.

Measurements of the absorption of 120 fs, 400 nm la
pulses in a variety of solid targets, irradiated over an int
sity range of 1013–1018 W/cm2, were reported by Priceet al.
@9#. The results of these measurements at low and mode
intensities were modeled by intraband~Drude! absorption for
simple metals, such as aluminum. For these metals, the
sorption increases monotonically with the laser intensityI 0
up to several times 1014 W/cm2 and then decreases, indica
ing the transition from solid to plasma. Other target mate
als, such as Cu, Au, and Ta, show additional absorp
beyond Drude absorption. At high intensities (I 0
.1015 W/cm2), all target materials were found to reach@9#
a ‘‘universal plasma mirror’’ state@10# and reflected about 90
% of the incident light. Non-Drude dielectric constants we
also reported to explain time-resolved reflectivity measu
ments of tungsten targets, irradiated by 90 fs, 620 nm pu
@11#.

In this paper, we present the first theoretical predict
and the first experimental observation of the effects of
interband absorption in addition to Drude absorption in a
minum irradiated by 800 and 400 nm, 50 fs laser pulses
normal incidence over an intensity range of 1011 to 1015

W/cm2. Moreover, the interband absorption is dominant
low and moderate laser intensities throughout the visible
the near-infrared part of the spectrum. As it will be show
below, in the vicinity of a 800 nm wavelength, the interba
absorption decreases with increasing temperature. T
leads to adecreasein the absorption coefficientA below
its room-temperature values, at a laser intensity
to 531013 W/cm2. For higher intensities, up toI 0

l.
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;1015 W/cm2, the absorption is dominated by invers
bremsstrahlung~Drude!, andA increases rapidly. The mini
mum of A(I 0) is found nearI 0'(122)31013 W/cm2. At
I 0.1015 W/cm2, as predicted by the conventional theorie
A starts to decrease again. Our theoretical analysis sugg
that in aluminum the described phenomenon of the decre
in A with I 0 for I 0&1013 W/cm2 must be pronounced, fo
similar laser pulse duration, in the wavelength range of 75
870 nm and is strongest near 800 nm.

II. THEORY

In a metal irradiated by a fs laser pulse, the tempera
Te of the electrons in the conduction band and the temp
ture Ti of the ion lattice~i.e., of the phonons! can differ by
orders of magnitude. This is due to a relatively low rate
energy exchange between the electrons~which absorb the
laser radiation! and the lattice. The rate of energy exchan
within the electron subsystem, on the other hand, is of
order of 1014 s21 or higher forTe*1 eV. Thus, the elec-
trons may be considered to be in a local thermodyna
equilibrium and therefore may be characterized by a cer
temperature.~Indeed, for fs-laser intensities so low thatTe
stays significantly below 1 eV, the absorption coefficient
mains essentially unchanged. The effects of the delayed
malization of conductivity electrons may be detected
transmission spectroscopy near the absorption edge@12#, but
in absolute terms, the effect onA of the electron distribution
deviation from equilibrium is quite small!. At the tempera-
tures considered, both the equilibrium phonon distribut
and the distribution of phonons emitted by electrons is
proximately uniform over all modes~except the modes with
the smallest wave numbers which, under present conditi
play no role!, so the phonons may be characterized by
temperatureTi . Thus, in order to model the dependence
the absorption coefficient on the laser intensity, the follow
set of equations@2# may be used:

Ce~Te!
]Te

]t
5

]

]x S ¸~Te!
]Te

]x D2U~Te ,Ti !1Q~x,t !, ~1!

Ci~Ti !
]Ti

]t
5U~Te ,Ti !. ~2!

Here,Ce and Ci are the electron and the ion~i.e., phonon!
heat capacities,̧ is the electron heat conductivity,U is the
heat transfer rate from electrons to ions~phonons!, andQ is
the heat deposition rate due to the laser radiation absorp
The properties of the irradiated metal change significantly
scale of 10 nm, i.e., on the skin depth scale. Thus, the
deposition profile must be determined rigorously from

Q~x!5
1

2
Fz

2~x!Re$s~v;x!%. ~3!

Here, Fz(x) is the radiation field amplitude at the depthx
inside the target,y andz are the coordinate axes parallel
the target surface, ands(x;v) is the conductivity of the
01640
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target at the incident radiation frequencyv, at the depthx.
For a monochromatic wave, in order to findFz(x), the Helm-
holtz equation

]2

]x2
Fz~x!1«~v;x!

v2

c2
Fz~x!50 ~4!

must be solved@5,13# simultaneously with Eqs.~1! and ~2!.
Here,«(v;x) is the dielectric permittivity of the target,

«~v;x!511 i
4p

v
s~v;x!. ~5!

Note thats(v;x) and Fz(x) vary with time t on the time
scale much longer than 2p/v. Both s and « depend onx
and t throughTe(x,t) and Ti(x,t), while Q and Fz

2 depend
on t also via the laser-pulse temporal intensity profile

I ~ t !'I 0 sin2~pt/2t!, 0<t<2t, ~6!

wheret is the FWHM pulse duration. The absorption coe
ficient A, measured at a given location (y,z) on the target
surface, is averaged over the temporal pulse profile. I
evaluated as

A5

E
0

2t

dtE
0

`

Q~x,t !dx

E
0

2t

I ~ t !dt

. ~7!

The absorption coefficient is related to reflectivity b
A512R.

We consider three distinct processes contributing to
laser light absorption in metal: intraband absorption due
e-ph collisions, intraband absorption due to e-e collisio
and interband absorption@normal or parallel band~PB!#. All
these mechanisms contribute tos, and thus, also to the di
electric permittivity~5! of the metal. It will be shown below
that for near-infrared and visible radiation absorption in a
minum at near-room temperature, the effect of interband
sorption is dominant, while for surface electron temperat
of 2–3 eV and higher~which corresponds, for a 50 fs puls
to I 0.1013 W/cm2) the ‘‘conventional’’ intraband absorp
tion dominates. The interplay between the inter- and int
band absorption mechanisms leads, in aluminum, to a un
effect of absorption coefficient reduction pronounced in
fs-laser intensities range of 1010–531013 W/cm2. In the
present paper, we report both an experimental observa
and a theoretical description of this effect.

In order to find the absorption coefficient value~7!, we
solve numerically the set of Eqs.~1!–~5!. Towards that end,
the functional dependence ofCe , Ci , ¸, U, s on the tem-
peraturesTe(x,t) andTi(x,t) must be determined first. In th
present paper, we are focusing on the effect of the la
pulses of a duration less than 100 fs. For such a short pu
the ionic structure of the target remains unchanged, un
the electron-impact ionization occurs at a rate sufficient
increase perceptibly the average ionization degree of the
9-2
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INTERBAND AND INTRABAND ~DRUDE! . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 016409
tice ions. In metallic Al, the average ionization degree of
lattice ions is Z53, see Refs.@14–16#. The ionization
threshold for the fourth electron is about 120 eV@17#. Using
the electron-impact ionization cross section, as given b
fitting formula in Ref.@18#, we find the average lifetime o
an ion Al31 with respect to electron-impact ionization to b
longer than 1 ps forTe520 eV, about 200 fs forTe
530 eV, and about 30 fs forTe550 eV. Thus, forTe
,30 eV, we can ignore the electron-impact ionization. T
thermal expansion of the outer~irradiated! target layer, for
Te,30 eV, occurs on the time scale longer than the pu
durationt. Indeed, the thickness of the layer strongly hea
by radiation is of the order of 10 nm~skin depth!; the shift of
the outermost layer of ions with timet is approximately
given by vst'tAgZKBTe /Mi , wherevs is the velocity of
the free surface,Mi is the ion mass,g'5/3 is the adiabatic
constant, andKB is the Boltzmann constant. Even for max
mal electron temperature considered,Te530 eV, we find
that during the peak of the laser pulse,t550 fs, the outer
layer of ions shifts by;1 nm. Since there are tens o
atomic layers per one skin depth, the distance between
layers changes only by a fraction of angstrom. The latt
constant of Al is approximately four angstrom, therefo
during the laser pulse it is possible to neglect the effect of
lattice expansion on the phononic spectrum, band struct
and e-ph coupling. Of course, the change in the pho
mode populations due to the lattice heating must be
counted for.

We note that even in the cases when the free-elect
impact ionization and the outer-target layer expansion do
affect the target skin layer lattice structure, the lattice str
ture may still be destroyed by the ultrafast melting~see, for
example, Ref.@11#!. At the end of this section we show tha
this effect, too, is unimportant for 50 fs laser pulses at p
intensities up to 1014 W/cm2.

The electron heat capacityCe for KBTe!EF ~degenerate
electron gas in aluminum! is given by Ce lowT(Te)
'1.33103Te in units of erg/cm3 K @14#. For KBTe
.EF , Ce is given byCe highT(Te)→1.5KBne ~nondegen-
erate free-electron gas!. Here,EF'11.7 eV is the Fermi en-
ergy. In the intermediate region,KBTe;EF , we use the in-
terpolation formula

Ce~Te!5
CehighTCelowT

ACehighT
2 1CelowT

2
, ~8!

which reproduces quite well the true behavior of the h
capacity of the free-electron gas in the intermediate reg
The ion heat conductivity was inferred directly from the ph
non spectrum, and it turns out to be quite close to
Dulong-Petit limit Ci53KBni for Ti>300 K. In our
calculations the fitting formula Ci(Ti)53KBni(1
24.43103Ti

22) was used. Here,ni and ne are the number
densities of ions and conductivity electrons, respectively,
lated byne5Zni .

To find ¸, U, ands as functions ofTe and Ti , we first
note that the e-ph scattering in metals occurs primarily in
events of a single longitudinal phonon absorption or em
01640
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sion by an electron@19,20#. The exact spectrumvph(q) of
longitudinal phonons@21# may be approximated by

vph5qs for q<qb ,

vph5qbs for q>qb , ~9!

wheres'6.43105 cm/s is the longitudinal sound velocit
and q is the phonon wave vector. The value ofqb is deter-
mined here by fitting the electron momentum relaxation r
to the dc conductivity data, as explained below. The e
interaction matrix element squared is approximated by

uM k→k8,6qu25
\J2

2rVs
qdk82k,7q for q<qb ,

uM k→k8,6qu25
\J2

2rVs
qbdk82k,7q for q>qb , ~10!

see Ref.@20#, whereJ is the deformation potential constan
r and V are the sample density and volume, and\q is the
quasimomentum of the phonon absorbed or emitted as
electron wave vector has changed fromk to k8. The plus
sign inM k\k8,6q subscript stands for emission, minus sign
for absorption. The transition probability is given by

Wk\k8,6q5
2p

\
uM k→k8,6qu2S Nq1

1

2
6

1

2D
3d@Ek2Ek87\vph~q!#. ~11!

We emphasize thatq may lie outside the first Brillouin zone
~Umklapp process!, butqb is always inside the first Brillouin
zone. In fact, the scattering in Al at room temperature a
above is dominated by Umklapp, since the characteristic m
mentum transfer in a single collision is thenq'kF , and the
Fermi surface of Al lies entirely outside the first Brilloui
zone. Here,Ek is the energy of an electron with wave-vect
k, andNq is the population of the longitudinal phonon mod
q. The wave-vectorq corresponds to the reduced wav
vectorqred5q2K in the first Brillouin zone;K here is the
corresponding vector of the reciprocal lattice.Nq
51/(exp$bi\vph(qred)%21), whereb i5(KBTi)

21.
In aluminum, the density of electron states belowk5kF is

quite similar to that of the free electrons, therefore, the Fe
energyEF'\2kF

2/2me whereme is the mass of a free elec
tron. However, the density of states in the vicinity of th
Fermi surface,k'kF , is somewhat different from that fo
free electrons@22#. Consequently, foruEk2EFu!EF the
electron energyEk'EF1\2kF(k2kF)/mopt , and the Fermi
velocity vF5(dEk /dk)/\'\kF /mopt , where mopt is
slightly larger thanme . The same effective massmopt enters
also the expressions forU and s. Values ofmopt ranging
from 1.15–1.67me are found in literature@15#, as well as
mopt5me approximation. We usemopt51.20me , which
agrees well with the measured room-temperature reflecti
of our samples.

The rate of e-ph energy exchange was evaluated by
method described in Ref.@19#, using the phonon dispersio
relation ~9! and the matrix element~10!. We have found
9-3
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U5
2\sJ2mopt

2

~2p\!3r
H ~be\s!25E

0

be\qbs x4dx

ex21

2~b i\s!25E
0

b i\qbs x4dx

ex21
1

qb
3

2
~@2kF!22qb

2#

3S 1

exp$be\qbs%21
2

1

exp$b i\qbs%21D J . ~12!

The terms proportional to (2kF)2 are dominant at room tem
perature and above.U is often represented asU5(Te
2Ti)g, whereg is a smooth function ofTe andTi , nonzero
at Te5Ti5” 0. For Ti>300 K the expression~12! yields g
5(3.7-3.9)31018 erg/(cm3 s K) nearly constant in bothTe
and Ti . This value ofg is in excellent agreement with tha
given in @11#, and is by a factor of 1.5–3 larger than th
empirical values used in Ref.@13#.

The electron heat conductivity is given by

¸~Te ,Ti !5
Cev̄

2

3n
, ~13!

where v̄2 is the characteristic value of the electron veloc
square, given approximately byv̄2'vF

213KBTe /me . The
total momentum relaxation rate for electrons is given by

n5ne,ph~Te ,Ti !1ne,e~Te!, ~14!

wherene,ph and ne,e are the electron momentum relaxatio
rates due to e-ph and e-e collisions, respectively.ne,ph is
given @20# by

ne,ph5(
k8

~k2k8!•k

k2
Wk→k8,6q

12 f T~k8!

12 f T~k!
, ~15!

where 1q and 2q cases correspond tok8<k and k8>k,
respectively, andf T(k)51/(exp$be@Ek2m(Te)#%11), where
m(Te) is the free-electron chemical potential andbe
5(KBTe)

21. The detailed calculations yield, forKBTe!EF
andk'kF ,

FIG. 1. Dependence ofn on Te andTi .
01640
ne,ph5
J2

8pEFkFrs

mopt

me

3H E
0

qb exp$b i\qs%1exp$be\qs%

~exp$b i\qs%21!~exp$be\qs%11!
q4dq

1hE
0

qb exp$b i\qs%2exp$be\qs%

~exp$b i\qs%21!~exp$be\qs%11!
q3dq

1
exp$b i\qbs%1exp$be\qbs%

~exp$b i\qbs%21!~exp$be\qbs%11!
qb

3
~2kF!42qb

4

4
2h

3
exp$b i\qbs%2exp$be\qbs%

~exp$b i\qbs%21!~exp$be\qbs%11!
qb

2~2kF!2J ,

~16!

whereh52mopts/\!qb,kF . The first two terms are domi
nant at low temperatures (be\qbs@1 and b i\qbs@1); at
room temperature and above, only the last two terms
important. At higherTe and Ti , one finds the usual depen
dencene,ph;Ti , independent ofTe @6#. For KBTe*EF the
above expression is no longer accurate, but in that dom
ne,ph is significantly smaller than the momentum relaxati
rate in e-e collisions,

ne,e'
EF

\ S KBTe

EF
D 2

for KBTe&EF , ~17!

see, e.g., Ref.@23#. At even higher temperatures,ne,e be-
haves according to the plasma law,

ne,e'
EF

\ S KBTe

EF
D 23/2

, ~18!

where we have used the continuity ofne,e and ignored the
factor logarithmic inTe in the last expression@6#. In reality,
not only ne,e but alsodne,e /dTe must be continuous in the
vicinity of KBTe5EF , thus, we have used a third-orde
polynomial to smoothly interpolatene,e(Te) betweenKBTe
values of 5 and 17 eV.

Using expression~14! for n, the exact values ofJ2 and
qb were determined by fitting the tabulated data@16# on dc
resistivity sDC5nee

2/moptn, at Te5Ti . We have found,
for mopt51.20me , the values J55.162 eV and qb5
4.7693107 cm21. Figure 1 showsn given by Eq.~14! as
the function ofTe for several values ofTi . The characteristic
time scale for electron momentum relaxation is given
n21, and varies from;8 fs at room temperature~domi-
nated by e-ph collisions! to ;0.1 fs atKBTe;EF ~domi-
nated by e-e collisions!. The characteristic time of free elec
trons cooling is given byteE5Ce /g[Ce(Te2Ti)/U, and
grows from ;100 fs at room temperature to;10 ps at
KBTe;EF primarily due to an increase inCe(Te). The char-
acteristic time of lattice heatingt iE5Ci /g equals 6–6.5 ps
regardless ofTe andTi values, as bothCi andg are nearly
9-4
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constant inTe andTi at room temperature and above. Figu
2 showst iE as a function ofTe andTi . We note that, owing
to t iE being nearly constant, for moderate intensities~when
KBTe;EF andCe'Ci at the pulse peak and later! the solu-
tion of Eq. ~2! for t;t!t iE may be approximated analyt
cally by Ti(t)'Ti(0)10.6Te(t)t/t iE , since Te(t*t)
'Te(t)@Ti(t) andCe /(Ce1Ci)'0.6 for KBTe;EF .

The dielectric permittivity« given by Eq.~5! contains the
contribution from both the interband and intraband abso
tion mechanisms

s5sDr1sb-b , ~19!

where the subscript ‘‘Dr’’ stands for the intraband~’’Drude,’’
i.e., inverse bremsstrahlung! absorption described by

sDr5
nee

2

mopt

n1 iv

n21v2
, ~20!

and ‘‘b-b’’ stands for interband~‘‘band-band’’! absorption.
The interband transitions considered here occur between
Bloch electron bands. In metals with~partially! occupied
atomicd subshells, a different class of interband transitio
is also possible, namely, the transitions between the occu
d states and the Fermi surface. That type of interband t
sitions was considered in@12#.

Near the faces of the first Brillouin zone in aluminum, t
lower ~first! and the upper~second! one-electron bands ar
nearly parallel, i.e., the interband transition energy is nea
independent of the electron quasimomentum. This gives
to a ‘‘parallel-band’’ ~PB! interband absorption with pro
nounced peaks at wavelengths about 800 and 2500 nm~the
transition energy near two distinct zone face types is diff
ent!. Towards the first Brillouin zone center, the interba
transition energy grows significantly. This produces a ‘‘n
mal’’ interband absorption continuum at shorter wavelengt
sb-b includes the contribution from both the PB and the n
mal interband absorption. The lattice properties do
change significantly during the fs laser pulse conside
here, therefore the only mechanism by whichsb-b is affected
by an increase inTe and Ti is the increase inn. The latter

FIG. 2. Dependence oft iE on Te andTi .
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results in the broadening of the PB absorption peak@24#. The
expressions for the real and imaginary parts ofsb-b are de-
rived in Ref.@25# ~expressions~19! and ~22! ibid., the latter
being taken with the opposite sign in the present notatio!.
As we said,sb-b depends onTe andTi only throughn; the
latter is denoted 1/tbulk in @25#. Figure 3 shows rea
and imaginary parts ofs, as functions ofn, for v5
2.35531015 s21 ~wavelengthl5800 nm). In aluminum at
room temperature for visible and near-infrared radiatio
Re$sb2b% is significantly larger than Re$sDr%, and the domi-
nant light absorption mechanism is interband@15#. The inter-
band absorption peak lies atl'800 nm. For shorterl ’s
~larger v ’s! both Re$sb2b% and Re$sDr% decrease rapidly
with v, the interband mechanism remaining domina
throughout the visible region. As the temperature increa
1/tbulk5n increases and the PB interband absorption l
profile becomes broader. This corresponds to a decreas
the interband absorption in the vicinity of the 800 nm pea
By contrast, Drude absorption increases with temperat
For fs-laser pulses of relatively low energy,Te and Ti stay
sufficiently low for the decrease in the interband absorpt
not to be compensated by an increase in the Drude abs
tion. Thus, the average absorption coefficientA, Eq. ~7!, for
800 nm fs-laser pulsedecreaseswith an increase in peak
intensity, and islower than the room-temperatureA value.
For 50 fs 800 nm pulses,A reaches minimum atI 0'(1
22)31013 W/cm2. For higher intensities, Drude absorptio
dominates, andA(I 0) grows rapidly, exceeding its room
temperature value forI 0.531013 W/cm2. Figure 4 shows
the temporal evolution ofTe and Ti in the vicinity of the
irradiated target surface for various pulse peak intensit
For pulses during whichTe on the target surface reaches 2–
eV, the Drude absorption becomes dominant andA starts to
grow rapidly with pulse intensity~for constant pulse dura
tion!. This trend lasts for intensities of up to 1015 W/cm2. It
is also important to note that« varies strongly on the spatia
scale of order of the skin depth. These gradients of« also
affect the absorption coefficient value, and therefore it
important to solve Eqs.~3! and~4! to obtain accurate value
of A.

At the shoulders of the PB absorption line, few tens
nanometers in either direction from the 800 nm peak, onl

FIG. 3. Dependence ofs on n.
9-5
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substantial broadening of the absorption line can produc
decrease in the PB absorption strong enough to compete
the increase in the intraband absorption asI 0 is increased.
Thus, at certain wavelengths~e.g., near 750 nm! we
predict an initial increase inA at I 0&1012 W/cm2, then, at
I 0;531012 W/cm2—the decrease described above, and
I 0 between 1013 and 1015 W/cm2—again an increase. Th
«-gradient effect onA becomes especially important in th
case.

In the present paper, we describe the target material a
ordered system, i.e., retaining a crystal structure through
the laser-pulse duration. Now that we have found the exp
sions for the coefficients of Eqs.~1!–~5!, we can complete
the verification of the consistency of this description. W
have already shown that the crystal structure of the skin la
of the aluminum sample irradiated by a 50 fs laser pulse w
I 0&1014 W/cm2 is affected neither by the electron-impa
ionization nor by the free-surface expansion during the ir
diation times. However, as mentioned above, there exis
third mechanism of destruction of the lattice order, name
the ultrafast melting. In metals, the ultrafast melting does
occur before the lattice~phonon! temperatureTi(t) reaches
the melting temperatureTmelt of the respective solid phase
the room pressure. Having this in mind, we have evalua
using Eqs.~1!–~5!, Ti(t) at various depths within the targe
as a function ofI 0. This allowed us to find the timetmelt(x),
given by equationTi(tmelt)5Tmelt , which presents a lowe
limit on the time at which the ultrafast melting occurs at t
given depthx inside the target. Of course,tmelt is a func-
tional of I (t) for 2`,t<tmelt . In Fig. 5, we present the
results fortmelt in a l5800 nm laser pulse with the tempo
ral profile given by Eq.~6!, wheret550 fs. The pulse starts
at t50 and ends att52t5100 fs, therefore, the process
taking place in the target att.100 fs do not affect the ab
sorption coefficientA for the laser pulse. One can readily s
that for I 0<431013 W/cm2, there can be no ultrafast mel
ing even in the hottest surface layer throughout the la
pulse duration. The results fortmelt in a 400 nm 50 fs laser
pulse are quite similar to those shown in Fig. 5. On b
wavelengths, the effect of the ultrafast melting on the abso
tion of the laser pulse may become significant only forI 0

FIG. 4. Dependence ofTe ~thick lines! andTi ~thin lines! on t
during a 800 nm 50 fs laser pulse, for various values ofI 0. Note that
during most of the pulseTe@Ti for every I 0 shown.
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.1014 W/cm2, i.e., outside the intensities range 0,I 0
,1014 W/cm2, which we consider in the theoretical part o
our paper. This prediction is in good agreement with t
evidence found in literature. Even in semiconductors, wh
the ultrafast melting can be nonthermal, the melting occ
more than 100 fsafter the electrons are heated to a tempe
ture of several electron volts@26–29#. The ultrafast melting
in metal was observed so far only by Wang and Downer@11#,
using a pump-probe technique, with a 1 psresolution.

We note that in order to evaluatetmelt(I 0) accurately, we
have increased the precision of the expression forU com-
pared to Eq.~12!. This was achieved by preserving the log
rithmic factor, equivalent to the one that is expanded to
tain the expression~6! of Ref. @19#, and performing the
integrations numerically. As the result, the predictedt iE val-
ues did not noticeably change forTe&3 eV ~the expansion

FIG. 6. Comparison of the experimental results with the th
retical predictions for 800 nm wavelength. The theory is valid on
as far as the ionic structure within;10 nm target surface laye
remains intact, i.e., forI 0 up to 1014 W/cm2.

FIG. 5. Lower limit on the ultrafast melting onset time. Ope
squares correspond to the surface layers (x<1 nm), filled circles
correspond to the layer at the depthx510 nm below the irradiated
target surface.
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is exact for lowTe), but increased somewhat for largerTe
~by 70% for Te520 eV) in comparison to those shown
Fig. 2 above. This precision improvement has a negligi
effect onA ~at Te*3 eV, the e-e collisions and the intra
band absorption are dominant anyway!, therefore, we recom
mend to use the analytic expression~12! for calculation of
the optical properties.

III. EXPERIMENT

Experimental measurements of the absorption coeffic
A in aluminum as a function of peak laser intensityI 0 were
conducted using the Soreq high-intensity~10 TW! short-
pulse laser facility. The Ti:Sapphire oscillator produces a
MHz train of about 20 fs pulses with spectral width of 45 n
aroundl5800 nm and with an average power of about 0
Watt ~5 nJ per pulse!. A Pockels-cell based pulse pickin
device selects only the pulses to be amplified, at a repeti
rate of 10 Hz. These pulses are stretched by an all-reflec
aberration-free stretcher to a pulse width of about 0.2
After amplification in a regenerative amplifier, another Poc
els cell is used to clean the pulse from pre- and post pul
The second and third amplification stages are four-pass
plifiers, boosting the pulse energy to;35 and.800 mJ,
respectively. The pump sources are Nd:YAG lasers opera
at 10 Hz in second-harmonic generation with total pump
energy of 2.5 J per pulse. Gain narrowing reduces the s
tral bandwidth to about 25 nm. A high efficiency (;57%)
parallel grating compressor is used to recompress the pu
to 45 fs, producing 10 TW pulses at 10 Hz~450 mJ per
pulse!. Nanosecond and picosecond prepulses were m
sured using high-dynamic range photodetector and th
order autocorrelator, respectively. The use of the pulse pic
and pulse cleaner modules allows us to obtain the prepu
to-pulse contrast ratio better than 1:105. To produce 400 nm
radiation, a thin~0.3 mm! BBO crystal was used, with con
version efficiency of a few tens of percent~intensity depen-
dent!.

The laser is focused on the target by af /10 lens, at 0 °.
The focal diameter is 70mm for l5800 nm and 60mm

FIG. 7. Comparison of the experimental results with the th
retical predictions for 400 nm wavelength.
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for l5400 nm. A charge-coupled camera is used to mon
a fraction of the beam in order to compensate for pulse
ergy variations. Intensity is varied by a set of calibrated n
tral density filters. The targets are aluminum films;500 nm
thick, produced by a conventional low-vacuum evaporat
method on optically smooth glass substrates. The targe
moved between shots, so that each laser pulse hits a c
target area. A beam splitter is mounted before the lens
sends part of the specularly reflected light to a calibra
pyroelectric energy meter, located outside the vacuum ch
ber. The time-integrated reading of the energy meter is c
rected to account for the beam splitter, lens, and vacu
window reflections. An Ulbricht sphere was used to meas
diffused reflection, but this reflection was always much le
than 1% of the incident light, and was not taken into cons
eration.

Figure 6 presents a comparison between the experime
and the theoretical results we have obtained atl5800 nm.
The values ofA presented on Fig. 6 are averaged over
Gaussian intensity distribution in the laser focal spot on
target surface. The intensityI 0 specified corresponds to th
spot center. At room temperature, forl5800 nm the targets
haveA50.139~measured by the same setup operating in
mode!. Figure 6 shows that the agreement between
theory and the experiment is quite good, with both the th
retical and the experimental curves showing the decreas
absorption with minimum atI 0;1013 W/cm2. In the present
paper this phenomenon is predicted and observed for the
time.

Figure 7 presents a comparison between the experime
and the theoretical results we have obtained atl5400 nm.
This wavelength is located far from the PB interband abso
tion peaks, therefore in this case, the broadening of the af
mentioned peaks does not produce a decrease in the i
band absorption, andA is predicted to grow monotonousl
with I 0. The experimental results agree very well with t
theory.

The absence of a decrease inA in thel5400 nm experi-
ment confirms our theoretical prediction that the ultraf
melting plays no role forI 0,1014 W/cm2. Indeed, if the
ultrafast melting was contributing to the decrease inA ob-
served in thel5800 nm experiment, one would expect
find A decreasing forl5400 nm, too, since the dependen
of Ti(x,t) on I 0 is quite similar for these two laser wave
lengths. The comparison of the experimental results fol
5400 and for 800 nm confirms therefore that the decreas
A observed forl5800 nm atI 0<531013 W/cm2 is caused
by the broadening of the PB interband absorption peak.

The difference between the predicted and the measu
values ofA at l5800 nm, I 0'1014 W/cm2, is due to the
prepulse effect. Indeed, atl5400 nm, the pulse-to-prepuls
contrast ratio is improved by the frequency doubling, and
experimental results agree well with the theory also for hig
est peak intensities.

We stress that the theory we have presented has no
parameters to fit the experimental curves. The parame
characterizing the electron and phonon spectra and inte
tion in metallic aluminum are all found from the publishe
data on room-temperature properties and dc conductivity
aluminum.

-
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IV. SUMMARY

We have presented a comprehensive theoretical des
tion for the absorption of the normally incident ultrasho
laser pulses in metal, and provided the experimental ve
cation for our results in aluminum. The mechanisms of m
mentum and energy relaxation are considered, and the
pressions for the respective relaxation times are obtain
The thresholds and the time scales for the processes lea
to the destruction of the lattice order are given.

We have demonstrated, both theoretically and experim
tally, that the interplay between the inter- and the intraba
absorption mechanisms in a metallic target irradiated by
laser pulses of near-infrared or visible radiation can lead
significantreduction in the absorption coefficient compare
to its room-temperature value. In aluminum, this pheno
enon takes place for radiation peak intensities up
531013 W/cm2, for the wavelengths between 750 and 8
nm, and is strongest near 800 nm.

It is important to stress the following three points perta
ing to the formulation of the mathematical model, Eqs.~1!–
~5!. First, the dielectric permittivity at the laser radiation fr
quency is often dominated by interband transitions te
rather than by the intraband transitions~inverse bremsstrah
lung! term. This is important for short~tens of fs! laser
pulses of moderate intensity (I 0&1013 W/cm2), when the
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crystal structure of target metal at the depths of order o
skin depth remains intact during the laser pulse. Second,
crucial to account for both e-e and e-ph collisions in t
determination of electron momentum relaxation rate.
many theoretical treatments found in literature, only e-
collisions are taken into account, while in reality, the role
e-e collisions in the radiation absorption is essential. Mo
over, for the above conditions the role of e-ph collisions
only secondary. Indeed, as we have shown above, in Al
Te&1 eV, the laser radiation absorption occurs mostly
interband transitions, while forTe*3 eV, the absorption is
mostly due to collisions between electrons. Finally, the th
point we would like to stress is the importance of solvi
directly the Helmholtz Eq.~4! rather than using simple ap
proximations based on Fresnel formula. Indeed, due to
interplay between various contributions to«, the complex
refraction index changes strongly and nonmonotonously
the distance of order of the skin depth from the irradia
target surface inwards. These spatial variations have a st
effect on the absorption coefficient.
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